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Statistical classification (pattern recognition) in n-dimensional 
space consists in partitioning the space into category regions with 
decision boundaries and assigning an unknown to the category in 
whose region it falls. This paper demonstrates the wide utility of a 
particular form of decision boundary--the hypersphere--whieh, 
while especially easy to implement, is fully optimum for large classes 
of distributions which may arise in real problems. Of the broad spec- 
trum of distributions described for which the hypersphere is opti- 
mum, particular interest centers on the normal, and the Pearson Type 
I I  and Type VII distributions; and methods for obtaining the bound- 
ary parameters are prescribed. Ordering of the coordinate directions 
according to their relative significance in contributing to the decision 
is examined, thereby indicating the most efficient reduction of dimen- 
sionality where this may be desired iu order to allow further computa- 
tional simplicity. A partial listing of error probabilities is also 
included. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Statistical classification in n-dimensional space consists in partit ioning 
the space into category regions with decision boundaries and assigning 
an unknown to the category in whose region it falls. Any  real pattern 
recognition problem can be formulated in terms of this statistical model 
if the real data can be described with a set of numerically represented 
attr ibutes (Cooper, 1961a). Members of the categories, both the known 
and the unknown, are represented as points in an n-dimensional hyper-  
space. The coordinates in the n-space can correspond to components of 
the vector describing a continuous ignal in function space, or they can 
represent distinct measured attr ibutes of the category members. The 
methods of statistical inference lead to decision procedures optimally 
satisfying a prescribed criterion and making best use of the known sam- 
* This paper was prepared while the author was a Staff Consultant at the Mel- 
par Applied Science Division, Watertown, Massachusetts. 
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ples ("learning" by statistical estimation) and any prior knowledge of 
the category distributions (Anderson, 1958; Cooper, 1961a; Kendall, 
1960; Middleton and VanlV[eter, 1955). 
Whereas the usual decision theoretic approach consists in attempting 
to estimate the best decision rule (boundary) for a particular set of dis- 
tributions, this paper begins with the fundamental observation that any 
decision boundary is fully optimum for many distributions. With this in 
mind we approach the classification problem in a new way in which we 
select certain boundary forms which are simple to implement and demon- 
strate their wide applicability by describing the classes of distributions 
for which they are the optimum partitioning boundary. Two boundary 
forms--the hyperplane and the hypersphere--stand out because of 
their simplicity of implementation despite their wide generality. The 
importance of this should not be underestimated. Although optimum 
decision procedures generally can be formulated, at least in principle, the 
specific solution may not necessarily be readily determined, and even if 
it is it may be grossly unmanageable computationally. Practically, re- 
course must then be had to simpler solutions which may be good approxi- 
mations to the true one. This paper is devoted to the hypersphere; a 
previous one dealt with the hyperplane (Cooper, 1961b). 
We treat the case where there are two categories. The hypersphere 
decision boundary, which is implemented simply by comparing a thresh- 
old with the Euclidean distance between the unknown and a fixed point, 
can be an excellent approximation boundary particularly in situations 
where the category distributions display a spherical symmetry and differ 
in variance. But even more, it is the fully optimum decision boundary 
for a number of important classes of distributions of varied shapes and 
representing a broad spectrum of possible real situations. This paper 
introduces classes of distributions for which this is true and prescribes 
the optimum boundary parameters associated with them. Throughout 
this paper the criterion for optimality is that the total probability of mis- 
classification be minimal. This is equivalent to the Bayes criterion when 
the category prior probabilities are equal and the misclassification costs 
are equal as are the costs of correct classification, and the resultant 
decision boundary is that contour on which the density functions for 
both categories have the same value. Near the end of Section II I  it is 
shown how the boundary parameters can be modified to define a hyper- 
sphere boundary which is optimum for more general criteria. Returning 
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to our primary criterion, solutions are then presented for the multiple- 
category case. 
In order to render a classification problem computationally more 
manageable one usually wishes to reduce dimensionality by eliminating 
those coordinate directions which are relatively insignificant in contribut- 
ing toward the decision. Accordingly, Section IV indicates the relative 
ordering of the coordinate directions according to their importance for 
various spherical boundaries. Appendix I I  lists some error probabilities 
for various distributions. 
II. HYPERSPHERE IMPLEMENTATION 
The hypersphere in n-space having center c = (cl, c~, . . -  , c~) and 
radius Rn is 
(x l  - c~) 2 = Rn  2. (1 )  
~1 
As a matter of convention, solely for expository convenience in this 
paper, we shall label categories so that the category indexed by the higher 
subscript is associated with the interior of the hypersphere. That is, in 
2-category classification, the center of the sphere is associated with 
category 2, and the exterior egion with category 1. 
An unknown x is then classified as follows: 
If ~ (xl -- ci) 2 < R~ 2, decide on category 2, 
i~1 = (2 )  
otherwise, category 1. 
In terms of a coordinate set centered at the sphere center, an unknown 
y = x - c is classified as follows: 
If ~ y2 < R2,  decide on category 2, 
~'=1 -- (3) 
otherwise, category 1. 
Although this paper is concerned primarily with the mathematical 
aspects of classification with hyperspheres, which can be implemented 
on a digital computer directly from the equations given, it may be of 
interest o note that simple analog implementation can also be feasible. 
By any of a number of sampling-synthesis techniques (Shannon, 1949), 
a function which is essentially band-limited at W and time-limited at T 
can be represented as a vector in a 2TW-dimensional space. Accord- 
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THRESHOLD 
COMPARISON 
Fro. 1. Analog implementation for hypersphere d cision boundary 
ingly, utilizing the respective correspondence of vector x with time wave- 
form x (t), and c with c (t), we can view the decision procedure for classi- 
fying the unknown x (t) as follows: 
1 fr R~ If T J0 [x(t) -- c(t)] 2 dt < Rn~ 2 ~ J~ 
= 2TW n 
(4) 
decide on category 2, 
otherwise, category 1. 
A simple block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. If the output is 0 decide on 
category 2, if it is 1 decide on category 1. 
III. OPTIMUM CLASSES 
The hypersphere is the optimum dividing boundary for a large class of 
probability distribution pairs. Inchlded in this class are many distribu- 
tion pairs having varied and irregular forms for which a hypersphere 
constitutes the optimum boundary for a particular combination of 
values of the mean and the dispersion parameters only, but for which a 
drastically different boundary form occurs for other values of these 
parameters. These specialized istributions are acknowledged, but the 
remainder of this paper is confined to consideration of the more interest- 
ing cases where the sphere is fully optimum for all distributions of a 
prescribed form, regardless of specific parameter values. 
A. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
The notation used to describe the probability density functions is 
herewith defined. A vector in n-space is represented with a bold-face 
symbol, and its components with subscripts i; e.g., x = (x~, x~, • • • , x~). 
A vector specifically associated with the kth category has subscript k, 
and its components have a double subscript; e.g., the mean of the kth 
category is uk = (uk~, uk:, " "  uk~). A scMing of the random variable 
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is represented with ~o, (c0 > 0), and a single subscript here references 
the category. A double subscript on o~ is interpreted as with the vectors; 
the first subscript references the category, and the second the coordinate 
direction in n-space. Density functions (with zero mean) are represented 
in terms of a function f (x )  and constant A~ as follows: 
Univariate p(  x ) = Al~of (o~x ). (5} 
A radial measure in n-space is represented by r~, where 
2 E x?. r n ~ 
i=1 
The subscript will be dropped from the r~ except where it is needed for 
clarity. 
A spherically symmetric density function in n-space having a uni- 
variate section of the same form as (5) is 
p(x) = p(x l  , x2,  ' ' "  , xn )  = Anco~f(cor). (6) 
The surface area (Sommerville, 1958) of a hypersphere in n-space is 
271- h I2  
S(r~)  = S~ r ~-1 ~-1 - r (n /2 )  r (7) 
The radial density function corresponding to (6) is 
p(r~)  = S( r~)p(x )  = SnA~o~r~-lf(o~r~) = G~conr~-if(cor,). (8) 
This method of developing a multivariate distribution as an extension 
of a univariate one is predicated upon the resultant function in n-space 
being integrable. Perhaps the best way to obtain As is to first obtain 
G~ from integration of (8), and to divide the result by S~. 
Where appropriate, a second subscript on A will reference a parameter 
m associated with the particular functional form of f (cox).  
There will be occasion to consider certain distributions with ellipsoidal 
constant probability contours having principal axes parallel to the 
coordinate axes. For the kth category, 
pk(x) = pk(x l  , x2 , . . " , x~) = A ,  F~ o~k~ 7 
L J i~ l  (9) 2717\ 
In accordance with our convention that the interior of the spherical 
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decision boundary be associated with the category indexed with the 
higher subscript, the following relationships prevail: 
cok > co j ,  and cok~ > co~, for /c > j. 
B. SPHERICALLY ~YMMETRIC NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Of all the distributions for which the hypersphere is the fully opt imum 
decision boundary, the one which is perhaps of greatest interest is the 
doherically symmetric normal distribution, 
p(x)  = A~ 0--~ exp - -~  i=1 
where 
A= = (27r) -n/2, and co = 1/0-. 
Two distributions differ then only in u and co. Following our convention, 
coo. > col, or 0-2 < ¢1. The center and radius of the hypersphere are, 
respectively, 
(71 0"2 112 Ul 
c . . . .  , (11)  
0-12_ 0-2  0"T 2 
Rn 2 = 2~, 0-1 0-~ log Zl -4- 0-1 ~2 (~ta -- Uli) 2. (12) 
When the means are the same, these equations implify to 
c = u, and R~2= 2n ff ~g2 log 0-~ (13) 
o-12- 0-2  
Given Mk known vectors {z~'/}, j = 1, 2, . • • , Mk, from category ]~, the 
maximum-likelihood estimators for its distribution parameters are: 
lke k 
1 12~p) (1~) 
- 2.. ,  - u~)  (15)  
C. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS WITH THE SAME MEAN 
For any two spherically symmetric distributions having the same 
mean, the optimHm decision boundary is a plurality of hyperspheres all 
centered at the common distribution mean. The region associated with 
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one of the categories then consists of the interior of the inner sphere and 
the space contained within alternate spherical shells; the other category 
is associated with the remaining regions. Classification consists imply 
in evaluating r. and observing in which radial interval it falls. 
For two distributions having the same functional form and differing 
only in the sealing % a condition on f(r)  (derived in Appendix I) ensur- 
ing that a single hypersphere constitute the decision boundary is the 
following: beginning with that value of r for which the derivative of 
f(r)  is not positive, 
Q(o~, r) - Of(~or)/Or (16) 
f(wr) 
be a monotonically decreasing function of ~0. That is, 
oQ(% r) 
< 0 (17) 
&o 
or 
Note that this condition implies that f(r)  itself is also monotonically 
decreasing. Many functional forms f(r) satisfy this condition. By way of 
example, a general exponential class e -~(r), where g(r) is of a form for 
which e -°(r) is integrable, satisfies (18) if 
d2g(r) dg(r) 
r ~ -}- ~ > 0. (19) 
Further, if g(r) = ~,~=1 a~r ~, the condition becomes 
N 
~_, v2aS -1 > 0. (20) 
Inequality (20) can be satisfied with some negative a~, but aN must be 
positive. The condition will be satisfied when all the a~ are positive. 
Taking single terms of the polynomial g(r) we define a special subclass 
of exponential density functions, 
[ ( 2"~ m/2"] 
and radial distribution 
where 
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~ n n--1--a(~r) m
p( r )  = ~t . ,~ .~ r e , (22) 
= A~,.~Sn P (n /m) '  and m> 0, and a > 0. 
Special cases of these m-exponential distributions are the normal and 
Laplace distributions, as are the Gamma distributions for p (r) in n-space 
through transformation y = r ~. For two m-exponential distributions 
of the form of (22) the radius of the boundary sphere is 
La(~2 -~, ) J  " 
Given M~ known samples of a distribution, ~ may be estimated 
. ~ 1~am 
~ = (24) 
[1 /n(~l~ --  1)] ~a'£~ [~--]~=1 "~,zk,U) - - ue~)* ,21,,,/~'j 
The mean uk can be estimated with the sample mean as in (14). Except 
for the case when m = 2, the sample mean is not the maximum-likelihood 
estimator. 
D.  SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC PEARSON TYPE I I  DISTRIBUTIONS 
We define the spherically symmetric Pearson Type II distributions in 
terms of a function h(x), 
h(x)=A. ,~"  1 -~ (.~-u,) ~ , (2~) 
where m > 0, and 
A~,~ = r (m + n/2 + 1) 
~r~J2r(m + 1) 
The density function is defined 
p(x) = / h(x)' over region T (26) 
Y 
~0, elsewhere, 
where region T is the interior of the hypersphere 
(x i  - u i )  ~ 
1 
~=1 0~ 2 " 
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The form of this distribution is dependent upon the parameter m as 
follows: for m equal to 0 the distribution is uniform, for m = ½ it is an 
inverted hypersemiellipsoid, form = i it is an inverted hyperparaboloid, 
as m approaches infinity it becomes a normal distribution (and a delta 
function when the other parameters are held fixed), all of which have 
spherical symmetry over the region T in n-space. The hypersphere 
decision boundary has parameters 
U2 50~nlm)-F2 -- Ul 50~nlm)-t-2 
c = 502<n/m)+2 _ 50~Mm)+2 , (27) 
n/m him W2)(n]m)+2 ,~ 
50-02 - -  501 (501 
R-  2 = (~/~)+2 (~/~)+~ + , <~/m)+~ 50Vm>+~) ~~ (u2, - u l , )  ~. (28)  
502 ~ 501 ~(.0 2 - -  ~=i 
If region T2 is not fully contained within T] , then the boundary of (27) 
and (28) is not unique in the region complementary to both T~ and T2. 
This prescribed boundary represents the intersection of two infinite 
paraboloids. For these distributions, in the region outside of both Tx and 
T~, any boundary is therefore satisfactory, since an unknown vector 
could not occur there anyway. See Fig. 2. 
Maximum-likelihood estimators here are cumbersome, and it is easier 
to estimate the parameters in terms of the sample moments. In terms 
of the second central radial sample moment 50 may be estimated 
- ~zki - -  ~k~) (29) 2 n (Mk i=I ~=1 ' 50 ~ = 2 m -F 2 -F n 1) ~ , o )  
where u~ is determined as the sample mean. 
E.  SPHERICALLY  SYMMETRIC PEARSON TYPE  V I I  D ISTR IBUT IONS 
The spherically symmetric pearson Type VII distributions are of the 
form 
p(x)=A~,~E ~ 1+50~ (x~-u~)  ~ , (30) 
where 2m > n, and 
r (m)  
A~,~ : #~/2r(m - n/2)  " 
(Note that for half integer values of m this is equivalent to the t-dis- 
tribution, a special case of which is the univariate Cauchy distribution, 
for which m = 1). 
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TI•/•OUTSIDE OF T, AND T~, 
FzG. 2. Regions T~ and T~ shown in 2-space 
The hypersphere decision boundary for two such distributions has 
parameters 
2--(n/m) 2--(7~,/m) 
U2 502 - -  Ul 501 
c = 2-(,~1.o 2-¢,~1.,) ' (31) 
¢02 - -  ~ i  
- - (h im)  - - (n /m)  / "~2--(n/m) n 
R,  2 ~1 - -  ~2 ko~l w2) 
= 2- - (n /m)  2 - - (n /m)  -~- / 2- - (n /m)  Oj~--(n/rn))2 (U2i -- u,~) ~. (32) E 
0)2 - -  ¢01 leo 2 - -  ~=1 
The qth central radial moment, which exists only if 2m > n + q, is 
_ 1 r[½(q + n) ]F [m -- ½(q + n)] (33) 
~ r (½n)r (m-  ½n) 
The parameter ~can be estimated from one of the central radial sample 
moments, preferably a low one because of both existence and convergence 
properties. If 2m > n + 2 so that both the first and second moments 
exist and the first sample moment converges with increased sample 
size, an estimate of ~ in terms of the first centrM radial sample moment is 
r (½,~)r (~ - ~)  1 
~ = r[½(n + 1)] r [m - ~(n + 1)] iM~ -- 1) ~ 
(3~) 
X~/~_l_ 1 
£ fz(j) ~ ~2| I 
where u~ is the sample mean. For m in the range 1 < (2m -- n) _-< 2, 
wherein the first radial moment exists but the second does not, the 
sample mean, which then does not converge, is replaced by the sample 
median; i.e., uk is then taken as the sample median. When m is suffi- 
ciently large to ensure satisfactory convergence of the second radial 
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sample moment ,  o~ can be determined through use of (33) for q = 2: 
co2~ = n / ( 2m --  n - -  2). 
F. ELLI1~SOIDAL ]])ISTRIBUTIONS 
Under certain conditions a hypersphere decision boundary  arises for 
distr ibution pairs similar to some of those previously discussed but  
having ellipsoidal constant probabi l i ty contours and general functional 
form as shown in Eq. (9). The principal axes of the ellipsoids of both 
distr ibutions of a pair  are ide~ltically oriented, and for convenience here 
these directions will be taken coincident with the coordinate directions. 
The  quant i ty  A is a parameter  having any value greater than zero which, 
given the scaling set {~I ,  i = 1, 2, • • • , n, prescribes the values for the 
members  of the set {~2~'} to ensure that  the decision boundary  be a 
hypersphere. 
Not ing that  the spherical distributions are included as a special case 
when ~1~ = ~j  for i, j = 1, 2, . . .  , n, we list some of these ellipsoidal 
distr ibutions with the associated hypersphere boundary  parameters .  
The constants As or A .... are identical to the corresponding ones listed 
earlier for the spherical distributions. 
Normal  D is t r ibut ion  
[InI ] -1 [1  pk(x) = A.  zki exp - 
i~t ~ i~1 
. (35)  
ffk i 
The boundary  is a sphere if A 1/z~i -- 1/z~i = 2 2 = oJ i -- ~oli for all i. Then 
~2i = ~ (1 ÷ A~2~) -~, and the boundary  parameters  are 
c~ = , (36) 
A 
= ~2~') ] (u2i u~¢) (37) X log (1 + Az~,) + [A(zl, -- . 
Pearson  Type  I I  D is t r ibut ions  
pk(x) = A..m ¢ok~ 1 -- ~k~(z~ -- uk~) • (37) 
i~l i=1 
Taking Qk - I -~ i~ ~k~, the condition is 
,,.',.llm 2 [~l lm 2 
or 
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2 = QT,I~( f~ l ]m 2 \ ~o2¢ A + t~l oalO. 
Then 
f-02z U2~ 50ii Ul l  
Q~/~ 
+ (Q~ Qd"~ ~ (o~, ~,)~(u:~ - u~i) ~. 
A A 2 ~i  
R 2 _ 
(39) 
(4o) 
Pearson Type V I I  Distributions 
The condition is 
or  
Then 
~' )1  -'° 
~t~-  u¢.~ 
~=1 
A ~ f~- l / ra  2 ~- l /m 2 
(~2 0)2i - -  Wq~l O~ll , 
2 I /m A ~,~- l /m 2 \ 
(4i) 
C i "~- 
n - -  
Q - - i /m 2 ~--ifm 2 2 ~u2~ -- ~1 o~1~1~ (42) 
A 
Q71/'~ - -  Q71/" + (qlq2) -~/'~ ~ ,. 2 
~ ~=~ (~)  (~ - u~). (43) 
G. OTHER DECISION CRITERIA 
Although the decision boundaries described have been obtained for 
the criterion that the total probability of misclassification beminimal, 
simple modification can account for a wider range of criteria wherein 
the likelihood ratio is compared with a threshold. As is well known, 
Bayes, Minimax, and Neyman-Pearson decision criteria are satisfied by 
the decision rule: 
If p2(x) > L, decide on category 2, (44) 
pl(x) = otherwise, category 1, 
where the threshold L is determined from the particular criterion chosen 
and the associated specifications; e.g. the Bayes criterion with specified 
prior probabilities and misclassification costs. The minimal probability 
criterion corresponds to an L of unity. For the distributions here con- 
sidered introduction of L does not alter the spherical form of the bound- 
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ary, but only its parameters. In observing the behavior of the spherical 
boundary as a function of L it is apparent that the sphere shrinks with 
increasing L and eventually degenerates to a point. For this point the 
value of L is denoted L~, where L,~ > 1. For any values of L greater 
than L., the sphere does not exist, the expressions for the radius are not 
real, and an unknown x is then always assigned to category 1 (by our 
convention, the region of category 2 having disappeared with the sphere). 
The classification procedure then becomes trivial and the optimal solu- 
tion then calls for no measurements onthe unknown but merely depends 
upon a prescribed a priori decision that all points be assigned to category 
1. It is instructive to note that as L approaches L~, the center of the 
sphere approaches the point at which p2(x)/pl(x) attains its maximum 
value. 
Modifications in the boundary, determined by taking the equality in 
(44), follow. For the normal distribution add to the expression for R2~ 
r ~ 2 2 /  2 2 --1 the term t--~1~2~1 -- z2) log L] in Eq. (12) and [ - (2 /A)  log L] in 
Eq. (37). We observe that the sphere center is here not dependent upon 
L. By " 2 setting R~ = 0, Lm is obtained. For the m-exponentials add log L 
to the numerator within the bracket in Eq. (23). There Lm = (¢o~/~) ~ 
For the ellipsoidal Type II and Type VII distributions, replace Q~ with 
LQ~, noting that these also enter in the expression for A. Equations 
thereby affected are (39), (40), (42), and (43). For the spherically 
symmetric Type II and Type VII distributions replace co~ by (L1/~) in 
all places where ~ is explicitly raised to the (n/m) or ( -n /m)  power, 
but not elsewhere; e.g., o~ (~/~)+~ = ~/~,) 2 becomes (L~/~1)(~/'%~1~ = 
L~/~ ~/~)+~. Equations thereby affected are (27), (28), (31), and (32). 
H. OTH~ DIsTmn~io~s 
Some other classes of distributions for which the hypersphere is an 
optimum boundary deserve mention. For any distribution pair giving 
rise to a hyperellipsoid ecision boundary, a linear transformation of
the hyperellipsoid into a hypersphere serves to generate a distribution 
pair for which the optimum boundary is a hypersphere. Actually, the 
transformation need not be linear provided that the interior and exterior 
regions of the ellipsoid map, respectively, into the interior and exterior 
of the sphere. 
There are a number of geometric surfaces for which the density func- 
tions having these forms intersect in a hyperellipsoid, and therefore in a 
hypersphere for appropriate relationships among the parameters. As 
already discussed, two of these are the Type II for m = ½ and m = 1, 
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which are, respectively, in the form of an (n -k 1)-dimensional semi- 
ellipsoid and a paraboloid. These density functions are, of course, 
(n -t- 1)-dimensional figures defined on an n-dimensional spaee, and the 
intersecting hypersphere boundary isan n-sphere. Two density functions 
each in the form of a hyperellipsoidal segment, less than a semihyper- 
ellipsoid, also intersect in a hyperellipsoid, so, for example, do two 
density functions one of which is in the form of an ellipsoidal bypereone 
radiating downward from its vertex and the other in the form of a skew 
hyperplane of appropriate orientation. A spherical boundary also arises 
when one density function is uniform over a hypersphere and over which 
it is everywhere higher than the second ensity function, which can have 
any functional form. A uniform distribution defined over a region con- 
taining a subregion over which is defined a second ensity function which 
is spherically symmetric and bounded also produces a spherical boundary, 
or boundaries. 
Two density functions which are identically distributed in a k-dimen- 
sional subspaee and which in the remaining (n - k)-dimensional sub- 
space satisfy any of the previously described conditions for interseeting 
in a spherical boundary give rise to a decision boundary which is a hy- 
persphere in the (n -- k)-space, and which in n-space is a spherical in- 
finite hypereylinder having an (n -- k)-dimensional base. (Of course all 
of the discriminatory information is contained within the (n - /c)- 
subspaee). 
Disioint sets ean be perfectly error4ree) separated by a boundary of 
appropriate form. In some eases any of a number of boundary forms are 
perfect; for example, the hypersphere and hyperplane are both perfect 
for separating two disjoint convex sets. However, there are many pairs 
of noneonvex disjoint sets which are perfectly separable by a sphere but 
not by a plane. 
These examples cited in this section are samples of the various forms 
of distributions giving rise to a hypersphere boundary. The cases listed 
in the last few paragraphs do not exhaust the field and are included only 
to be representative of some of the more specialized forms. Some of 
them were described in terms of an ellipsoidal boundary, but in all cases 
the relationships among the parameters required to ensure that the 
boundary be a sphere are easily determined, and will not be further 
dwelt upon here. 
IV. SIGNIFICANT COORDINATE DIRECTIONS 
For these eases where the hypersphere is the optimum decision bound- 
ary, the ordering of the coordinate directions aeeording to their relative 
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importance in contributing to the decision is relatively simple. For 
spherically symmetric distributions having the same mean, no direction 
is more important than any other one. In choosing the v best coordinate 
direction for the purpose of reducing the dismensionality, all sets of v 
coordinate directions are equally effective from a mathematical point of 
view, (and, therefore, practical considerations pertaining to the relative 
difficulties in measuring various attributes could then dictate the choice 
of coordinate directions). Of course an n-space representation is here 
better than a v-space one, where v < n. 
For ellipsoidal distributions having the same mean, the coordinate 
directions are ordered in decreasing importance as {zll/z2~l or {~02~/~1~l is 
ordered in decreasing magnitude, where i = 1, 2, • • • , n, corresponding 
to the n coordinate directions. Making use of the relationships between 
~o1~, ~o~, and A, this is equivalent to ordering the coordinate directions 
in decreasing importance as the set {Zl,} is also ordered in decreasing 
magnitude, or {c0~} in increasing magnitude. 
For the spherically symmetric distributions--normal, Type II, and 
Type VII--having different means, the one most important direction is 
the one connecting the two distribution means. Taking any orthonormal 
basis in the (n -- 1)-dimensional hyperspace perpendicular to the line 
of means, all (n - 1) directions defined by the vectors in that basis are 
equally important, but less so than the aforementioned principal direc- 
tion. Given a prescribed orthonormal basis in n-space {e~}, i = 1, 2, . - .  , 
n, these coordinate directions are ordered in decreasing importance 
according as the magnitude of their direction cosines with the line of 
means are ordered in decreasing magnitude; i.e., as the set 
/ I  - I} 
is ordered in decreasing value. When the mean vectors are expressed in 
terms of this basis, the bracket reduces to I I u~. -- u~l }. 
V. MULTIPLE-CATEGORY 
Discriminating among K categories all of which pairwise satisfy the 
conditions of Section III can be achieved with spherical boundaries 
between each pair of categories, and these hyperspheres can each be 
determined as in the 2-category classification problem. Such a procedure 
requires ½1QK - i) hyperspheres. However,  only K discrimination 
functions are required if distance is measured directly to the mean of 
each category, instead. Accordingly, the unknown x is assigned to that 
category ]c for which Fk(x )  is least or greatest, depending upon the dis- 
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tribution form. Choose the greatest F~(x) for the Type II distributions, 
and the least for the remaining distributions. 
Spherical normal: F~(x) = __1 ~ (x~ -- ukl) 2 -+- 2n log ck (45) 
O'h 2 2=i 
Ellipsoidal normal: Fk(x) = ~=t {-;£ (xi - u/ol)e + 21og ~r~ } (46) 
Spherical Type I I :  Yk(x) = ~ok 1 -- oJk 2 
i~ l  
Ellipsoidal Type I I :Fk(x) = ~ok~. 1 -- ~ w~(xi - uk~) (48) 
i=1  
Spherical Type VII:  F~(x) = wZ -~/~ F1 + ~o~ 2 ~ (x i -  ue~) 2] (49) 
L A 
[ ~ 7-II~F ~ ] 
i Ellipsoidal Type VII: Fk(x) = ~ki 1 +~oJk~(x~ --u~) (50) i=1  
Spherical m-exponential :Fk(x)= wk TM (xi -- ue~ )j 
(51) 
- -  (n /a )  log c0k 
Equation (51) is suitable for use with any set of K spherical m-exponen- 
tim distributions (defined in Eq. (21) ) having different means. However, 
except for m = 2, the boundary between any two categories with 
spherical m-exponential distributions is a sphere only when the two 
means are identical. 
For any K distributions having an identical mean and the same dis- 
tribution form which satisfies inequality (18), the space is divided with 
(K -- 1) concentric hyperspheres into K regions consisting of (K - 2) 
spherieaI shells containing an interior sphere and all contained within 
an infinite exterior region. Beginning in the outer region and moving 
toward the center, these regions are associated with the/c categories with 
increasing index k. That is, labeling the outermost hypersphere boundary 
"1," and the innermost "K  -- 1," an unknown x is classified into the 
t?~k~ R (°) and R(~ ) = O, and kth category if ~P(~-~) => rn > ~,, , where ~ = 
E:~ (~ ~)2. rn = .=i -- 
VI.  APPROXIMATIONS 
There is a wide range of situations for which the hypersphere s rves as 
a good approximation to the actual optimum boundary; for example, 
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where the actual distributions are not much different from the ones 
described in Section III. Of course, when the categories are widely sepa- 
rated and relatively tightly clustered, the hypersphere (or the hyper- 
plane or almost any dividing boundary) is an excellent decision bound- 
a ry . . . )  the degradation i its performance from the optimum can be 
negligible. 
When two categories are each described by unimodal distributions of 
similar functional form which display spherical symmetry, the hyper- 
sphere can generally be a good approximate decision boundary. The 
spherical boundary is especially useful when the variances of the two 
distributions differ significantly; although when they are of comparable 
value the boundary sphere becomes very large and can be replaced with 
a hyperplane, particularly in the limit when the variances are equal. 
When one category is tightly clustered relative to the other one, a hyper- 
sphere decision boundary about the tighter distribution can generally 
be good, regardless of the actual forms of the two distributions. 
When the distributions are spherically symmetric having one of the 
forms described in Section I[I giving rise to a spherical boundary, but 
where it is not known specifically which form is correct, it is tempting 
to assume normality and use the boundary sphere parameters prescribed 
in Eqs. (11)-(13). These equations can be expressed in terms of the 
variance 2 for the Type VII, the Type II, or the m-exponentials, for 
each of which the variance is, respectively, 
2 = 1/ .2(2m _ n -- 2), z 2 = 1/w ~ (2m + n ~- 2), 
J = (1 /n J  a ~/m) r(n + 2)/m (52) 
r(n/m) 
The degradation i curred in using the boundary obtained under the 
assumption of normality from using the appropriate boundary for the 
true distribution can then be calculated with the error probability ex- 
pressions of Appendix II. This comparison is relatively easy to make for 
the special case when the means of the two category distributions are 
identical. (We might note that for the m-exponentials this comparison is
of interest only when the two means are the same.) 
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In reviewing distribution pairs for which a hypersphere is the op- 
timum boundary, we observe that as the two distributions become com- 
parable in variance the hypersphere boundary grows and becomes a
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hyperplane in the limit. The sphere is most useful when the two category 
distributions have variances which differ. When the variances are close, 
classification can be more easily implemented by comparison ofweighted 
direet distance measurements from the unknown to each category mean, 
as prescribed in Section V. 
By appropriate linear transformations, the cases where spherical 
boundaries prevail can be transformed into ellipsoidal ones, and vice 
versa. Therefore, any of the results developed herein can be applied 
through linear transformation to distributions leading to ellipsoidal 
boundaries. 
Relative orderings of coordinate directions according to their impor- 
tance may perhaps not be of as major concern with spherical boundaries 
as with other boundary forms because of the relative ease with which 
spherical boundaries can be implemented in a space of any dimension 
(the complexity is linearly proportional to dimension), and therefore 
there is less need for dimensionality reduction. 
Because of the paucity of parameters equired to define the spherical 
distributions, estimation ("learning") of parameters for them can begin 
with only two known samples from each category. 
APPENDIX I. DERIVATION FOR SINGLE BOUNDARY 
To prove conditions (16) to (18): 
In n-space, we have two radial distributions of the same functional 
form: 
pl(r) = r'~-lf(r) 
and 
= = ~ r Jt~r).  (53) 
In the range from r = 0 to the lowest value of r for which f ( r )  first 
becomes a nonincreasing function of r, there are no restrictions on f ( r ) .  
Beginning by taking ~o > 1, for which p2(r) > pl(r) for 0 = r < r0, 
where r0 is the lowest value of r for which the two density functions 
intersect, we seek a condition that for r > to, p2(r) < pl(r). To require 
that f ( r )  be monotonically decreasing is not sufficient, whereas the 
condition that df(r ) /dr  be a monotonically decreasing function of r is 
too strict. Beginning with r0, our fundamental requirement is satisfied if
dp2(r)/dr < dpl(r ) /dr  (54) 
p~.(r) p~(r) ' 
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which falls in strictness between the two possible conditions of the 
previous entence. Note that (54) allows dp2(r)/dr to be greater than 
dpl(r)/dr, i.e., it allows Idp2(r)/dr I < Idpl(r)/drl, the more so when 
p2(r) is much less than pl(r). Substitution of (53) in (54) gives 
Q(¢o, r) - of(~r)/Or < Of(r)/Or (55) 
f(~r) f(r) 
Inequality (55) is good for ~ < 1 also, since the roles of p2(r) and pl(r) 
could have been reversed in (53). Inequality (55) is equivalent to 
requiring that Q(~, r) be a monotonically decreasing function of ~, i.e., 
OQ(o~, r)/Ow < 0, which upon expansion and with substitution of r for 
er leads to inequality (18). 
APPENDIX II. ERROR PROBABILITIES 
The error probabilities associated with certain of the spherically 
symmetric distributions are expressed relatively easily in closed form or 
in terms of tabulated functions; particularly the Incomplete Gamma nd 
Beta Functions and the normal probability integral. Although greater 
interest centers on the case where the means of the two category dis- 
tributions differ, we here list primarily the error probabilities when the 
means are the same, since it is the latter case which leads itself to simple 
expression i closed form. In 2-category classification the total probabil- 
ity of misclassification is the stun of the probabilities that a member of 
category 1falls within the decision hypersphere and a member of cate- 
gory 2 falls without he sphere. We denote with Pn(R) the probability 
that a member of a category having a spherically symmetric distribution 
in n-space will fall within a hypersphere of radius R centered at the dis- 
tribution mean. That is, taking p(r) as the radial density function, 
R 
P~(R) = fo p(r) dr. (56) 
NORMAL D~STRIBUTION 
In terms of the Error Integral (N. B. S., 1953), 
qJ(x) - 1 f~ dt, (57) 
P~(R) = 1 -- e -(1/2)¢R/~)~  (R2/2cr2)~ for n even, (58) 
~=0 r ( j  + 1) ' 
P~(R) = ¢(R/z)  -- e -(1/~)(R/~)~ ~ (R'2/2a2)J-~ for n odd, (59) 
~=~ r ( j+½)  ' 
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where the summation is taken to be zero for n = i. 
't;Z-EXPONENTIALS 
t unction (Bateman, In terms of Eq. (22) and the Incomplete Gamma i~ " 
1953; Pearson, 1922), 
i" "r(a, x )  = r ~-1 e -~ dr, for o~ > 0; (60) 
P,~(R) = Ur(n/m)'y(n/m, ao; ~ Rm), (61) 
Utilizing the recurrence relation, 
"r(~, x) = (~-  1),r(~- 1, z) -z~-'e-% (62) 
and the fact that 
v(½, x) -- v /~(v /~) ,  
we can express (60) and (61) in either closed form or in terms of the 
Error Integral for integer and odd half integer values of a, respectively: 
Fora  = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ;  
< ~-x xJ } ( 6 4 ) F ( j  -}- li ~(~,.~) = r (~)  1 - ~-  
Fora  = ½,~,~, - - . ;  
( ~-~ S-~ ]} (65) 
v(%x) =r (~)  ¢(v/~)-e-~,=~E r ( j+½ ' 
where the summation is taken to be zero for a = ½. 
TYP~ II 
In terms of Eqs. (25) and (26) and the Incomplete Beta Function 
(Pearson, 193~i; Pearson and Hartley, 1958), 
B~(c~, fl) = r~-l(1 - r) ~-1 dr, 
r(m + ~n + 1) B~(n/2, ~n + 1), 
P,~(R) = r(½n)r(m + 1) 
x =< 1; (66) 
(67) 
where x = co2R 2. 
For integer values of 5, Eq. (66) can be simply evaluated through direct 
integration. A useful recurrence relation is 
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B~(~,~)  = ,~(1  - x)e-~(1/~) + (1/~) (~ - 1)Bx(~ + 1,~ - 1). (6s)  
Tree  VI I  
In terms of Eq. (30) and 
2r (m)  f~ r ~-1 dr . 
[~(n, m)  - P (n /2 )  _ (1 -t- r2) m ' (69) 
P~(R) -- [1/P(m -- ½n)]I~R(n, m) .  (70) 
Utilizing the recurrence relation 
I x (n ,  m)  = I~(n  -- 2, m -- 1) -- x~-2r(m --  1) (71) 
(1 + ~)~-T(n/2)  '
we obtain through its repeated use, 
I~(n ,m)  = {F(~(~ ½n q- W) 
+ w) ¢~ 
~/2~-~ x ~-~; r (m - j )  7~ (72) 
- ,~  ( l+x~)  ~- ; r (½n+l - j ) j '  
where the summation is taken to be zero for n = 1, where 
0, for n even, 
W = ~½, for n odd 
and 
t l, for n even ¢= x / ; r (~ - ½~) g 1-] kr~ : T(~ - -  f)] k P(~ ~/2m - n; ~-,~- n ) -  ~j , for n odd, 
and 
P( t ;  v) - v /~r (v /2 )  (1 + uVv)(o+~)l~' (7a) 
where P(t ;  v) is tabulated (Pearson and Hartley, 1958) as the univariate 
t-distribution for half integer values of v. Intermediate values can be ob- 
tained through interpolation. 
~ORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS WITH DIFFERENT ~EANS 
Consider a spherically symmetric normal distribution in n-space with 
mean displaced from the n-sphere center by a distance d. The probability 
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(P~(R) of falling within the sphere is then 
__  e - - (1 /2 ) (x /¢ )2D f f ", x r.n-l~p~X) ) dx, 
where 
(74) 
RECEIVED:July 2, 1962 
P~(R) > [~(b/~)] ~ (75) 
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